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_ uwhen the, collection grows beyond a certain -
-size or ·the ____ users .. inc.:rea.se ____ in __ ,n_wn.b.er ~nd .. r~11g1 ... 9.f. ___ ,___ _ ______ ~ L 
. 1nt-e:rest beyond a certain degree 9' there·. ,seems-· to·-. ----:-·---'C~------C--~-'-,C ' --·- ---·· --··- ·r 
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;,. . 
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and·Research Libraries, March, 1964, pp. 115-116. 
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,-:- , and inventory o These· procedures must soon be l ( implemented if the groi~1ing collections of most · -
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. person. , 
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An integrated system.9 often :r~:f®I"i'td to as a "total systea11, . i 
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introduced earlier. .The ~asic ~oncept underlying- the integrated.\ .J 
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. 11stem · have to be ~stablished and then transl~ted· into 
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Recalls,. sometimes referred to as reserves, .are common to 
· .. ,most university .libraries. This· function is concerned with 
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. 6~~ notify pros·pective" 'borrower that book. has· been . , 
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-'------·-1,mplying that either t-he book is. lost or there is an error· 1n 
the loan record file.. In either ·case,· the prospec~ive borrower 
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·· .. ·r.or· purposes of this· analysis, the ·~nly procedure invol·v~d .in . 
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For purposes of this analysis., there are · considered to be · _. _· __ -----~::- .. -:.:~~--, .. "'-·-;
' . . 
-~-------------..,.-----------~--...:...~------_:_~A"r· ---- -l-e·v-e·1--s- o·- f·-·- aut~mati·on in-- li- br·a.r· y -circulation syst· ems· ' · · · · 
--· 
--· ·. ' ·\: 1-..,... ' ·.' ' ' ' Q ' ' . ' ' ' ' '' ' ' " .,, ' ' ' ' ' ,, ' :• - ... ' . ·. ··---:·' ·-·---:·---.. ---~-~': 
· - - - ··• ·.· · -- 11l&Ilual, -D1echan:ized, automated (batch p_roeessing), and a,rtemated 0-~-'- ~ 
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described in terms of the methods used for· e-oll;ection and 
processing of the basic data in the loan reco;rd. Data collect·ion 
~nd processing activitfes are discussed on the basis of the types --,~--·--
---·-~-·--·--·--·--·-··--·---· - .. ·-----·-·---··--·--------·-· .... ·-·· .. -· 
._._·· · ~.tev±ce·-and-··storage·-med1:a-·most·--geneTal-l,y--u·sed·,~--=--~-:=--·----:=-=----:.:.,..;_.-=-====. . .:_ 
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A manual circulation system, as the name implies, relies 
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~~-=-'~-,~, The data collection cari. be performed b-y either a circulat~ion .. :. 
·-attendant 9r the borrower, and is done by· filling out. some type 
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is a1s··o done by a ci~culation attendant and involves the 
\ . . -
. Q . . . . . 
manipulation of the same physical charge slip created in the 
. 
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• ==== --. ·-·'co1i-ec·t·ion-·phase. 
~ _. ____________ ... ------------· --·-·---·--··- ---- --
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l The mechan~zed circ~lation s.ys_tem typiially uses some form 
.. 
of. imprinting_ or electronic equipment, together ~1th punched 
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In considering the elimination of elements for the purpose 
a'h ' 
of identifying the system components which can. be co~pared at 
each leve~ of .automation, the major emphasis is placed on the · 
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automation. Upon examining circulation activities at a · 
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s·1nce the concern 11 with \ I, 
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•A>-,,..'"""""""""''';..,.,...,...~-~--· -..-n: ....... ..,... ..... ,,.,.1,..,,-..,,., .. , ... ~"'''' , .... , • ., ,,.-•-, ..... , c,,,;,.., ,.,,,,,r,,·,,•.,, ,,.,,, .. ~,,.,,. ~,-,.,-,._,. •• .,, .• ,. .• ~,---fo,, ••• ''""''!'"'"•-'•'~'''""• ,,._,~,--,,,.,.,,,•,-.,..,. .... ,, ·,• · '""' ,•,,, .. _.~.,,,nts- -.-,',,, . .,, """"''""I•, •-n,.• ,,.,,.) ,_, .. ,,.,,, ,,.,.,,.~.~ • _..,~.--... ,.·,i,. , . ..,, •••:••"·,.,,,c,•,. .. ,- ""'' ••• ,-,--.. ,,,.,n,~,,,, . .,,,,,,,,_._.,,,,.,.,., .. , ,••, , , ·, ••.-, ,· •,,• ,. ,-·~•·• ,..,.~,..,,,,.~,,. '"" .,.,-,~,-· ,,. a,-,'•·•••• ••'•'"''''"·'' ,_,.,,,," ,,.,_,. -·••,•••• ,-,•~··•--~·-•·r-....__. __ ... .__,....,_ __ , __ , ... ~••, , 
... 
~· 
. ·of the original -total, and the number of searches for. 
·=-=~~::·=~~:=~::::=~=:~ ;r~~.e~u~e. ·.~. ·.~as. 97.7~ ~f th~ ·. ·.tot~i .:f~~··• P~oc~d~;e···§~ ··•·•·~;•· :·a9.-'4~::·::=~=~~"':-:.==~·:::::.: 
'"'"·~----.. -·.---·-·-----.. ~-·----· -......... -.. -· .. .',·--·-·· .. _----_·---. - •. -· ~---... . .... _......... ·-······-«"·"·----···---·----.: ---·--------·--···---- ........ -- ... -- ~ __ .... ~._ . .,., ..... -- .............. -·-~-·· .:.,_ .. , ............ . ,:'; .... -···········-·-·---------•"··-·-·'------ .. __ .. _________ , __ 
- ..... ·--- ,.,,__ ... , . __ ,. ............. .,,. ... , __ .. -, . ·-· - . 
6~ the original total._ (See Appendix D). The staff times 
··'--·"'"-'·"·'~------- -, fo·r ;·,perfo~ing ·the. three search procedures ( 13, 15, 17) were ·rourid .... , .. 
"' 
. : __ .-------=---- --~---------to_-be-nQ.rmally diStributed with _)A .. 19.Janci . .g=. 3. 06, - . ~···--'-··---:·-------
..... ·· . . ., , ~-· . .. ,,,.. .. 
_ . _ )A= 176 • 7 ,and . 0 = 54. 9~, an!i ~ = 4.7 and t:r·_ = o_.76,__t;or • _ , . . 
,• . 
~. 
• :·--·-----~-~~-·--:-.,-· ·- ·procedures ···2, ·· ··3; · and 4;.·· respecti ve1y. . ... fsee App:endIC8s A :3~···· -. ·-··i--~~··r;- - ----: 
•, 
A.4, and A. 5)'. _: 
·-; .. -•--·- ''·/· ._, .. ,~. _._,,,1· .·- - -<-- ~.- ·;_-~. ·-·--·' ·--,--·--· -· .. - - ~-··· . .:.:: - -,- .'"'ct. 
' 
·--.. ··-··--· ----·- - .. -·-·-····-----·--- -• ·------------·-----
-----· -~--
________________ ..... .... .. .. •. ·-----···, 
, 
-The number of loan records ( 18) is determinf,!d by, the 
• 
number of books charged, as g explained. in th.e section. on 
~ ....... 
---~=-=-&t-tendan t-berro'!'e r-- in.te:rac-ti-011-p--r-oc-edures • --- . The .. s.taf-f-~time-- -fo-r-.. :-______ _ 
- - .. . . . . . .· . - ---~ . 
---~-- ___ -__ c·o~:ri~-~~_g ___ ~h~ -~Q&~_!e~~~~-~-~~(!21J-s -~I!~~-----!~9.~i,r~c.i_at the th~r~---~---
~ .... •' / .. 
.. ' 
: ' level of automation so ne figures are given here. .. . 
..... } 
l' 
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. ~ i•1 
· -B. Simulation of the Model 
~· 
. . . 
' ' 
,,. .. .... ,.\, .. -,..-, '"""' .......... ,) ...... -.... ,.,, ____ ' .. ··--~.·-···,· .......... ,_ .... - ... --·-··---,.,- .. .,~-·--·-·""'"'--•'~··-·----"--~·· .. ·---··--···-"'"'_.: __ ,,.:_· ___ _____._..........-........,._....-. 
' ' ~ ' ' 
· In the previous · section, a model was given for dividing ____ .. _::_~-----·--·-----.. -~--
... 1) 
-
; _. ··· ::-_:·:~~:·.~~~:MJ~········· ...... , .. "·:,····~:~_a:·::c~:i:rculat·ion. sys.tam. int.o .. ·.proce.dures whose ·behavior -can-- -be:.-:~:•~~-~:--=~-~-~~=-:~~~:~-:-~•::~·---···-· ___ :·;·· 
- 1\; 




.,. -· .. - . 
·· · the four .. levels of automation. -The ·interrelationship·s . between 
:; -.- .,. ··-·--- -·····-··-_---·-· ..... ________ --- --the .. p.rocedure-s . also were bu-11 t . into- . t-he.--model. ---- By- -gene-ra~ing- - ----------·-~:~.;~~~-------
' . 
'-~~~cc_c~c~s=" =~-~input data,_ thi,s model cB.n be activated in or1er ·. to simulate ... _ 
- . . . .... . 
--.· .- · ..... , .. ," ..... ·- ·· ··the actual operation of the s,ystem and to -record its behavior. 
·.V· 
1 Thus, simulation provides a means of combining the component 
----------.. ----·-----------------
parts of·the model in their natural order and allowing the 
computer. to present the effect of their. __ ipteraction on each 
..... _ ... ,-· ___ · ________ ....... ' ........... ·------.. ·-------.. ------·-··--"·-·------·-·"-- ....... --------~-- . J-~-
--------~---..In __ ·genaral., .Aim~lation( 1i'is the-techni__qu.a .. o-f/ perf'.orm---in-g---
·. · sampling .exp~_riments on. the model of the syQtem·. The running 
' . 







about the model. For this study, the objective is to show how 
certain "performance characteristics"·or·a circulation system 
······ .... can be qu8.l'ltified and compared for the four 1·eve1.s of au.tomation. 
C 
- - ..... ,. . . . . ..•.. . ·- ······· ...•.... - __ , ........ --.. ·•··· h-•·····-- ··-····--·h·-···-··· ····------------
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estimates of.these performance ch~racte~isticsrather than exact. 
J . 
\ !~,Sl.11 ts, -~nd _til.l:1-t_ it CQ~pares . al ternatiyes l'&ther than ge~erating. ............. , ....... ......... .. 
,, 
the optimum one. Also, "because simulation yields numerical 
. ,. 
data about each level of automation, it pPovides · little 
' ' . 
·. additional insight· into the cause~and-effect relationships . 
. ~--- - ·~-,' _. 
discussed in an earlier· section . 
, :r ' , 
-,-- .. -~----;-- --·-----, ---~-··. ,----$ .. -------,. --.•-:- ··--, -- --- ------- _. ____ ._ ., -~~---------,._. -, ·- - ----. - ----- ----
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·The performance characteristics of 1 interest in this 
~. 
-~ " . . ' 
st'1dY originate from queueing theory and are common to most· .. 
" 
. . . . . 
~i~~~-.. -~:.·-~:~~~~~~ .. --···-~-~---... ,,:~~:·~~~~::~-~-expe rim en ts ..... where . s im~la t t 91i --- rs · ~PP 1··:re a•. ·· ·_ ····· The· · coin.p_a_ri $t,n ·s·· .... ·or·':·~::··-~-·-·::·-~~:~~:~=-=~=~~~-·~-. ;J.... ' • . ... . . --· .. . . j 
i 
'j - -- -· 
.. I :int·erest invol~e the testing of hypotheses concerning the .. · 
. 
" 










::; ·--- - -- ·· · -· ---· __ : ________ .~ ... -le-vel---ef automation. · · 
, ·' ' ' . 
-- ......... ---- ...... ~r-/··,._ / . . . . .·r> ... - ·----·'-------------· .. 
"'°" ' 
-~-
--···--··· ····-,··----·--·--···-·····-,---· ,-----. 
. In this. se.ction-,--~a-.. flow--c-nart of--the simul~at-io:n--pro~am -· -..... _ .. _________________________ _ 
/" 
. ' 
. . - - - -· 
. . 
. .. - . . 
• ----·· ,<#O- J - ' - • ••--'•••••••- •.• • . •·•-·•• •e••· •• • · ,._ .. , required- is presented, · the appropriate. performance- character- .-
.... 
' \ "' is tics are introduced, and a description of the design and 
-
-------
-analysis of the experiment is ·given. · 
T·he simulati-on program chosen for this ·experiment can be ,· 
-
_______ --=~===-based on -a mul t ichannel---queue-ing-·---sys-t-em·---mo·d·e-1---·sugge·ste-d------b·y-·--- ·------~-- ·· ·· ···- · __ -_ 
- ------- . - ·- --
r' 
. Naylor. 48 Thi~ 111.odel has been modified slightly~to~~accommodate , 
both the attendant-bor_rowe·r intera~tion procedures -and the 
' 
·-..;__, .. _ ..... ~---·-..... ,--··o,___:, _______ ............ att·endan·t-only- .. p·ro'·cedures·:···descri·bed·· ····in· ··th·e··p·reviou·s·· ····s·e .. cti·on-;h•• ................ ~ ... --.--~------·-------·-····-· 
The ci:rcuiati,on system consists of. n service stations 
-------·--· - ---·--·- ··- ··----- -- :-:_: _____ .. ~ - , __ ,_ .. 
Bowrowers arrive at the system and operating in parallel. 
;. are admitted to the'1'irst vacant service station on a f·irst-
.• ••• r' . . . •.•... ···-··-·· .• • 
. ..... -···· •..•.. - . The time interval between arrivals 
. 
was .previously·assum.ed to have an exponential· distribution. 
, .. 
, ............ ~ .... A .. '"···· ....... y .- . ______ .The service time _is the same f o:p each of t_he. ... .n .. __ service ........ _ ....... , .. ---·--··-------:--,··· . __ .. ) . (, ! 
. ~ . 
. - .... ··-·" . - -· . ,..; __ ... .. ' 
.... 
........., . n 
.---,---, 
· stations, but varies with the procedure ~eing performed·. 
., 
· 48 cl1 
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-· ----· --- ......... -- . '• ....... -
stations are checked to determine whether any one of them 
-• •- - • - n --• -··----.. ---·----"- •--•••• - • • -• - -
-----·----·- ------·· - . 
is vacant at ··the moment. If ~all n ' are occupied, then 
__________ · ----·-·- ------ ·----~wai·ting time oceu_rs until Ql.le station becomes vacant.· When 
---·-···-----·---- ... -· -.-. ' 
. 
.. __ -------~. ----
I* ..,; - . 
' 
a service station becomes- vacant before an·other borrower 
arrives at the system,'" an _attendant-only procedure is 
waiting to be performed, idle time occurs until a borrow.er 
arrives and enters the vacant service· station .• -
. ___ .. 
.. 
The -variables .describing this syst·em· are· _giv~n~ tn··----"L._ --·------.. -
Table V ., 
~--- ..... ,--~-~·-..:·---·--······--~-... - ·~- -=···---~-----~.,~=----·~-·----~~....;_-~ .. --«·~---·c-•-----·-- .•,!'••••""''"''""""------···=·- ··-·-··--- ., -~-------·--·-----•~·------------ I. ' 
.J 
~ ""'" ' 
I 
--
...:.....-----·------------·-·-·--.:.----~----... :--7--·-----7"-........ ~~ 
\;o. ~ 
I , 
-----• --•n•O ·---•~•--'"·-----. ... ..-.. - ..... -.-.--~---- -~-----------·--·- --.- --..-·------~-------"'----2-• --'.r,,.--•·--•-• .-_ ------ ~ 
'' 
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---· -- _ .- .· -~1:--• ___ t.be. t1m:e __ 1nt.er.v&1--be-t-ween-the-:b~~--a-r-riva1---and-the-::f1:-l)1;·~-------•· ----[ 
_ arrival, where an arrival is defined as a prospectiv~ ,---· . ' ~ .. , 
-'!-~----. 
, • , __._ ... .,, ••,•,• L • •••••·'" '" 0 J - ' "' '• \, -~1 
. ' .. ' . . ... ,., .,.,; <,••• •,, ··'•.•· '.,,,.,,.,,,,..,....,-,.'>'~a ....... _.,.,. . .,,,,.-••:.-'l...:....-r, ...... .i~~~-.. ,,._._~7--·--•';._7•~- •-.-I•-~-·· .. •· •-· • • ...... • ?' __ : . ..... - -· .. 
. - . . , ·.,. -tl . -_ I 
------------- ----------- . 
--
- .. ,. .. . . .. ; : . -·- . --·--·- .... _ .. -.... ·-· -·"'-··· , ..... :.· ... ' ... ·"' ··-·· .. 
• 0 -----•·-"-'-•-•-••-... • • ---·--··-•-• .•••----•••-n••--;---. ---••••-•-•- •-
--·-- ......... -- --·--·- ···~"····-- ....... ···----- - -- ·-
borrower· coming t·o .. the circulation· desk-t. with one of· the· 
fallowing intentions: charging a book, rec.al ling a bo<?k, 
. 
• . "t. ' . ~ . 
··· · .. or filling out a search card for a book, i = 1, 2, ... / ••... 
:·· . 
' 
,. ..... - . ··------ . ----- - .. ~--- - . -· .. - -
-- - . -.... 
' - _. ·TAT1 = total arrival time when the 1th borrower arrives ~t·the 
.. 
-··· ··-·· - ... . ------· -··----~-





.. ---· ·;-· 
syst~m, i ·* 1~2~3, I • • • • 
the service time for. the i th borrower in .. the ·jth --s~r~i~~~ 
st·ation·, ·where i • ·1., • . . • • and j = 1, ..... ,n. 
.•. 
-- - -- _'__' -- : : .--__I-
' ·t·· 1: 
l 
- ---- --··--. ··--- . ---! 
- - - -- . ·- -- ~ ..,..._.,-
the _amount of :time the l(h borrower spends wS:iting to _ ___ _ __ _ 
,...__ ----- ------- --- e:nte:r thE! jth serv:I.CE! .. stS:ti~Il~ \'lb.ere 1 :I: i, : ~ . ~ . and . 
j = l, .... ,n. ·-- --- -· - . ·-··--···_,, .... ,_,., .............. - .......... --.,-· ...... ·-··· '• - --- -----~---- ---"-• -·-----· •. · ... -~~------··· .......•.. - -- -····· _,,._,. -----,-----·-·-.. -c-=~""""'-- . --- --...-.... -- --·-- ... 
----. 
. - - -IMiJ":' ·:-·t:n_e::__camount of time-the- ~rvi-c-e- · ns----1-d:te . 
~ while wai'ting fo~r the 1th borrower to arrive, where. f 
t .... ••• •.,., . ., _,._,.,., .. _.,., .... ,.-...... "'"'•'°" ... ,•, ..... ,.,,. . .,., • •" • • ,o • '·, • - •• - ~- - ...... , ....... _,,.~~+,,~w..,...,..,-..,..._-,.,-~--"----~--- ~•~ll 
. -- --··--·---.. ···--·-····-- .. -·--··· ................... ,, .......... -.. , ........ , ... , 'I ....... ' .. ,.,,. ............... ,. ..... ~ ..... ,. ... ,,.._... . . 
• 
. ,_ ... ,, .• ______ ,. __ ~ ~·-·-·-· ... ,_. ___ - ...... ,....... ''. 
• 1 
1 _ = 1, . • . . . and j . = 1, ~ • · •.•. , n. 
- . 
-
.... ---··-·········---~·-- ,,-,o••-·--·-----· .. ~---~--~·-(,,·- .... ........ ,-·· . -·· ---·· -- ·-,---- - . ·-··· ~ -·- - . - __ .. _ -
'\ 
•• • ! 
.---------~-----· -· - ••. • 
1 
·. ~ the time interval between the departure of the (i-l)th 
I borrower and the i th borrower. from the jth service .station, · 
..... 
.. 1 ·= -1, 2 , . • . .• • apd . j = 1, 2 , • • • • • , n • -- . _ ..... ·--·-. -· . - . 
.. . 
, .. 'it . 
·th • . total. time that has elapsed at the j service station -
*.:. · · ·· ·----·---·-----.. ··---------·-·-.- ·when the i~-h borrower departs from .the j·th service 
; 
- . . . - . . . ' ' . '\ . 
.. . - -··· ··-- . -~---·- ,,. - . .,.~ .. _,,, -· -~ .... ~·· --·····~ . 
• 
;;.:?, 
• \ ... -
station, i = 1,2, ••.• and j ~ 1,2,.-._ .•• ,n ... 
~ . 
. :\· . ------------ ·--"" -~--------;-'---- --·------~--- ·-· ---- "'"'. 
SMIN. = the minimum TTi-l, j over all j (j = 1,2, ....•. ,n). 
' . ' . ; 
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. :.. \ Figure -~rr· contains a flgw ch~rt Of, the simulation program . ... -~ 
.. -• .......... ~.,. ......... ~~ ~~=:~---~.:==~·~·::~==:A·~:.:::b:l~Q~c:k.:::~·:by~:::·b:l.o·ck. de·s.cript·ion.·••- .. o.f ... the· .. flow.•-· .chart .:1s· ·given-: .:bel-ow::~··.::~.:~:==~===--=~:~~~:~::~: ... · 
j : . · · --~-----·~; ---~- · ····· ·· Blopk · ( 1) - · Read input· Parameters.·. The irlput para-·· .• ··· - -
:CL:,::.::):::·.·::· ·:~·:::.:;·~:.-.~:--:s:_:;:::::~-~==:::=~~~:·.::;:::.:::lle.ters requ.ired by the program are the. numbe~ of a ttendant·s··,,,,.\,'f,>!,,:e!C':''",,"C"~.,.,·.••::·':: 1 
.• •. .. . • . ~- ..... and service stations in the circulation system,· the · . · · -· · .......... ·· ···· 1 
. 
. 
... ·... . -· ... -
- -- ---~ -· ·- · borroi1er inter-arrival time, and· the expected ·value. and 
' ......... --~.-------~----.. ·---;-----~--------~·~-·-···-·· ---- varian.c~ of the probability distri·butions of. th~:, service_·· ·· -- -------····---·-.. ·-····--·--········-·--··· 
~-------- -········--·-···········-----·-----·· · · ·· ·times for the appropriate procedt:fres o , . 
. . y .. -
? . The·. number of attendants and service stat·ions in the . . f,---~-- ........................ -.. :-·:-··-·----~------....... _. -··s·ystem is directly · c·ontro·11ed by the· user· of the mod_el. •· .......... ---~·---·_·:=~---··-=--=-jt:--·---·---- -~-- ---·--.-. ···---_,~------"]---.. ---- · A.lthotign~'borrowe·r' inter--arrival time is the measl1re · ~- · · 
;; . · ·· required by the simulation program, any one of the follow·1ng.· --- -- - -~. ti,· additional measures of circulation traffic can be selected if : by the user of ,the model and converted into borr·ower inter- · ---- - -· - --· (,'~~ i- arrival time: 
t-~·- . ---······ --- ·"---~--- - - -~- ·· 1. number of borrowers arrivin-g per unit time 
(_.1 
f · 2. total number of borrowers for the lengtti -of ----,--- -~--~----~ 
t'. 
., the simula-tion run. t; i , 3. number of books circulated per unit time . . 
~; -~------... :._·_ ....... _-_ .. _ --.-· ··,;:.~ __ .;_;.-. __ -----_ ------·-.-4-.-:-···-t·o·tal- -number of books c ircu·lat·ed · ro·r· ·the · 1erl"gtff------------·-··--. ·-·----... -·--.. ·-----· ! · of the. simulation run · ·· · )£. 
. . -·-- -·--~--------·--·---··------- -------- ---- -- ·-· . --· -
,i---- -- ·· ·13oth the service times and procedures performed ·will_ . --·_--__ _ _____ _ 1
t · ···vary ac.cording to the level of automation being simulated. . · ... 
}}; 
·-=~ ·===-::.::..........--~e-__ipree-ea-u-r-e-s----app-11:e-able t--o···ea-ch----1-evel---o:r aut·omat~fon-------~------''-·= --· --- ·-. -----,------~-, 
were given in Table IIo The expected value and variance . for the service times of. procedure.s performed .at the third . 
--·-·· ... _ ·>-- .. . .level __ of automati9n. ~~:r~ _____ giye11 j..n ... tl1~ discussion accompany.in.g.---~-.. --·---------~:. 
. . . ~ . 
• ,. • ~,<;-
Figures I and II. 
Block (2) - Initialize variables. When the first borrower arrives at the desk, the following relationships· 
are assumed. ao hold: 
.. 
l. "·' . ' C • A~l = 0 
·•·.· .... ·•·· •. , ••. ,.• .. ···-·.•.·.· .• • .• · •• ·: .. • •.• ,,.--..• :·.-.-.~~ .. , .......... , ·~· .. ·-~.;-. .-:.--'!•.: .. ··.c;. · ... ·.-.:-::":~;_;.~.~ • . .-.,..- ... ; .. · _,,._, .. , ................. , ·- .• _. .. , .. •: .. -: : .. :,;.· .. •.:.,•<..'.'.,.. ·,:__-._..;-.··-··--····· ·:•~J .··,··:.;·-- .• -, ....... _. -·~ .. - -·.,··-·~-......... ___ ,- ---..•• -•~--.~ ... :-•.. ,.-· .. :··~:.-', .;;~.·.";\•.:::';H"::;,•.1.·:;. •• ,._,-~-~7..'. •• • - -
, . -. ,'• 




IDT1 . = 0 ,J 
WTl,j = 0 • 
_j. = 1,.2, ••••• , n 
j = 1,2, ••.•. ,n. .-···· . ,,· 
. . . 
--- ' . ' -- ' --.· ' . 
j_. 
- --·· - ~ ---- - ---~- - ·--- -- ·- -~---·-··-· - . - .. -· . . . . 
TT =·ST 
, 11 · 11 
ST· lj - o.· . j = . 2 , 3 ., . . . . . ·, n 
--,-.---·-··---;·--~----
---··- '-~- - - ·- · · · B·locks (3)· ·through (6) - Computa·tions for First h 
· --~·· --~-~------Borrowers. · This loop· generates n~l additional arrival· ·:· - ··-----~----------···-------· --
time and initial. id,le time values for· stations 2 through n .• 
_ .. ___________ _:::______________ The .. initial idle time for the jth station is- the total · · 
arrival time that ·has been accumulated before a b·orrower · 
.. ______ , __ .. ". _____________ . is assigned to the jth station. It should be noted_ that 'n .. -~-... 
. ' . ' . .· . borrowers must arrive before the possibility exists for ·. 
___ , ..______ .. -.. --.-... ~--::.~::·.::-:} ·;-=--~~-:..·:--:.~..:::: -~~.--·- b·orrowe r -waiting time~ ---- - - . -- -- -- ---- -- ·-· -.·---- -- · -- ·- ------- · --- ~- ---- -- -- · .. ·· ~- _----~--------·--·----~-:-~=-~--~--~ -




. , ··-·r-· . "----·--.----•- .. . 
- -·-·-·--·----- --··---·--··-· ·----·· ... ·' __ ._· ___ , ----- ___ .. ·-· · ___ : ·-···-·-
.,, 
I 
. ' ... ,,'. 
. +·,.' : -'· .: ., ' 
I ., • ' ';·, ... i • .. ' 











•. :. } .. ~ r:,._1 • 
···: t 
.'· .;'. t,r· 
• ·<JI 
' • , ; f > ',. :/,:/, I " 
·-_r .• t. Blo·ck (7-) - First J?· 1··--S:e:tyice Times.· Befcfre the 
... ...... service times can be generated, ~ne purpose of t:?ach 
.. : .... ··. borrower's t~ip to the circulation deskm~st'.be 'W -_ .• _ 
......... --··'.~:-:::-.:~:-,. ____ · .· ---~------=--:-=::-::~·~-:~· .... detenn.inedo _ TlJ.:iS i~ .. accompl~shed .. by f.irst prc,port~oil~l---.~~-:· __________ ~: ________ ·=~-L~: 
_ . ________ .. _ _ .. . . the sample space bet1;1een O ~nd 1 according to the · . ·. · 
,. . probabilities associated t:rith the nuimber o·f books th~- . _--·-:---~~- ----·---:·:~,~ 
-::--/ ·.···· .:_._--~~-:.--;,-~-=~------:-~-... ---·-_ -~:-~·-·--··:· .... borro1r1er .. brings .... t.o ... the .... d~~k ... i:n. __ on~ .. trip O . (See ___ ,th~, _ .- ... ·, ,_, 0 ,,, • .c .. ,.,~,~-,----.- ··-r----1~ 7 ~-~7 ·'"" 
:·J · ··· · ·· · -- ··•· .. · _-. _ discussion ·of (2) in -Figure Io) A -random num.ber"··between --- ·: 
./ · · · O.and 1 1·s then generated and~ depending on its value, 
?JJ · . · · the number of books brought by the borro1t1er. is· ascer-tained. 
'fJ - -~- --~-.:--_--:~=: _____ :·----~-~------ - -If . the borrower has no books j his purpose·· ,~1as to either ------·--· ·-· --· ... : ..... 
t<j . . - .- ~- . - , recall a b.ook·· or have a search ma-de for a book. If he --
\·.\·,.,·-·----··-··-=-·~--~---.,-----. ---··"---:·: ..... ·· · has on·e or more books, ·he -obviously came· to charge t~em- - ·· ···--·---., ·--- ------------ -
~:.:·r . ----·· --- ·----··---····- OU t • ~- . - . -·· -- . .. .. . -·· ·- ------- ---:·--··--:--·----.L .. -· 
ii.::! • 
:/. To calculate the service time associated with each 
fy.r · .. , --· d... b_o.rrower' s t-rip to the desk, a 1 number is generated b_y · 
i:, sampling from a normal distribution~:>wi th t_he appropriate -
, ... 
. ' 
., values for ~ and er- o · This number is the time to 




- ·- --- -··- .... 
. new number is generated for each additional book and the 
total service time i.s the sum of these numbers o 
. It sq,<)uld_ be noted that ea.ch station has· so far 
. .,,. i d 1 b . 
'
------------~---. --~----· ----. ,-----·--------·r·e·c-e. ... ve · . o. n. y ·--·····on··e··-·· .··o·.··r·ro. w-e··r··.--·--···-· ............. --··- -·······--·-···············-- ·-- -- ·· ·· --·----· -····-·---- . . . ' - ··-·· ---·---.-.----..-.~-·---~---~·-·· .. ,• ........ .. 
:\,. . 
- . 
-~·-==-~~ = ~ - --Bloek (8-)- - Calculati-on-s--.-··---f-he--totaJ.-·1-d_ie.-ti~e---~~-----=~-~-~,. -~-._ ---·---·. 
, and service time· are ac·cumulated for each station. · .. , ; ! 
• I 
,, 
- . I... . .... ·--------·--------··-----··----- ·-- - - ·- ···---·-- ... -~-·--·-- .----- ---·-. -·······-·-
Bt . -- -- . - - t . .. :si·ock ( 9) .:. .- First A vafj:ai:>·I~e·--sta t iori~- ---The• fir-t~ft··=-·- ... I -. · available station is found by determining the minimum 
· ... _ ·--- __ value of TT j .· This value _ is_ called SMIN ( as d~fi~ed 
in Tabl-e V) • · · _ ,: , .. . ... -· . . ~_: . -
Block ( 10) - Check for Completion of Run. It i·s 
determined whether to stop the- simulation run;. This_ ···· ... ,,, 
- - ·· · ·---- ----------.. ,,- .......... ,-...... _, ...... _ ....... _ ch·eck· 1" s -ba·sed o·n th··e· measure ·of c· irculati··on traff·i·e· · ... · .. ··-· ····--.... ·-- .... -~-·) 
.. 
· -~lected in Block (1). If the b9rr6wer inter~air~val 




.. -----·- .. total arrival time has exceeded the desired limito If 
a 'measure related to the ·,number of· ·borroi~ers was used; ... ,--.--~,-,:,=~~~,.-dL·, .. ·, 
. ··-···--"'--... :, ····-- , ........ --..-· "'-=-·--."·'- .•• · •. 
.... -..----···- .... .,..... -·-<·· .,.._.-, - '·--·:~ -·-·~-·-···.' .. •- -·--·-·--··· -·· 
-··· - . ··- .. _____ .... __ , ____ ,..... ·---·-·--
.·--...... 
a ·check can be made on· -the total number of borrowers. , 
If a measure co~cerning the number of books was ·chos-en, 
a check can be made on the total number of" books. 
Blocks {11) ar,id {12) - New Arrival. If t~e 
simulation is not complete, a new borrower arrival is 
gener~ted· __ and added to the ·p_:revi.ous total. arz-iy1:1,l _time~· 
··---~--- - Block · (13) - Calculations~- · · The decision r,ules 
for calculating waiting time -and~ idle t·1me· are: . . 
--:--·-·-·----· --·-·· ·---··--:-·-----·-·--- --·-·-·- - .... -··-· 
.. 
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. If · .. . . · · · . · . ( . 0 . $ ' , • I • ' I ti • • ' 
-
.... ' ' I ···---~-----~ ···-~-~~--~~~~~=~~=----~---~-=~~=-=,~==~~-~~===-
. - - --· -· .. --· .- . .. . . -
. .,. 
. I l· '!/ 
. . 
. -SMIN ... _,i = l\, 2, ••• _:_. ;_ . j. =·- .1, 2., : .•• ,-·n, :- ... - -·-
- . - . . ' ---, " .. ·- ,_ ............ , ..... , ..... . .. ... ,• ' ..... , .. ' . . . - ..... , - .. •· . ...... ...... · ..... -... . .. , .... ~-··----·---- ·--~----··· ____ ,., , .. an 
. _ . .WTij = 0 1,2,.:.,n . 
~-
- ·;· - . ............__ . 
.. 
,;:. ' .. . 
... 
-,. 
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' If on· the other hand, ~ ·. . _ 
----~- -~---. --·=·--·--~-~-, :~-... ~--' ________ ,_,_._. -- ·-...c-~· 
-- - • ··- '._. --=---··-· ....._ .. ......_, ·~--~-. . . 
- . - - .- . .. . - .k--·~,......__ ____ •• _.,. ___ , ___ .. ~~· 
.. 
-- ------- ~, ~-~---. -· ~· - ·- --;--- ----· ----- ' ' -·--·~· - .. ·-· ·-· - . .. 
. ' .,, 
' 
-
1 ;;-~r, 2 , • • • • • , -- .~ - ~· · · · · · 




. --· .. ---· --·· 
.. -- -- .- -- - --.--
TAT 1- .~ ___ SMII . 
' then -;1 - . 
... ,,.., ___ ~ -- ---- ···- --, ,-----!..- •.• 
.o 




. ' WTij = SMII""- 'l.'AT1 1 =·1,2,.· .•••• ;- j = 1,!, .. ,n~ 
, 
_ ... , · ·· Block {14) - ·service :Time. The method for generating ·- ~- -
·~-----------------------~~-------·-------~-------------···----·-"···-··-------t-he-----time· to· se-rv-iee ···-the--·b-orrow·e-r···-is·--·±dent·ical----·t-o--· -tha;t·-----------------·---------·--:-------:·--.. ' ~ 
. explained in Bl·ock (7). ~ · 
---·-~·=~ 
___ ...,._.., .. ___ ,~ ~ --··. '" " . -
_, . -~ - ~~--.., -"---.. ---,...--_,._,....._.. .. ----·-· • =~~---~~~~-~-· --. ·-· ------·----·------------.. --• - - - • -- -~- -----·--· -··· y -- -- --- - . . . - -. -- . - •- -·-· - . .. ··• . . 
. . . · .. · Block (15) - Calculations. The total tim~ for 
. station j is upd~~-~d __ ~:o_g._ __ th~-- pro.e_e_s_s_ ~o_f ____ searching_ ~fo.r----&~---=·· ~ -'=-'~-~-
~--______......----~~----.=-,;----~------.-- ·c .. - ~-vacan"t-·station, generating a new arrival time, checking 
L 
·for waiting time or id-le time, and gener~ting a new 
service time is repeate&J;··by tr~nsferring to Block (9). 
·· - - This process continues until a decision is made to t.ermina te it in Block ( 10) . 
~1r 
Block (16)-- Attendant-Only Procedures. The , '~ • ·-::·:~:~, i 1, ~· 
---- - - --"-=- ----_- -- ·-~--- ... --,·- .... . . -attendant-only procedu.res for the entire time period are · 
· -simulated after it has been determined ·to stop the · 
attendant-borrower interaction procedureso The attendant-
·. 
------· . 
) only proce~ur.es requi..red at. each level· of automation 
-................... ,, .. a.,.±:.~., .. ~.,~--···-'· ... -.. ··-'----·: ... _. . were. outlined in Table· II and the proba.bi-li ty distributions 
. ::... --· ~- .. · -···"·--···~----····-·· ...... -----··--- -· ·- -
. . 
~" r. 
. and servtce time.,s f o_r per.forming .these proce.dures at __ .th.e .. ., r ----·· ·--·--· third level of automation were discussed.in Figure II. 
.•. ' 
-
· ._.- .Block (17) - Statistics and Performance Charact;er-istics. The desired statistics and performance _ . _ 
characteristics are computed for the entire simulation 
run. These are di~cu~fs.ed in gre~ter depth in the pages ... -........ . . __ ··-~=-- ~~---~·-· --~-- -- -- ( ·---. ·-· . '~- t.6 .. : follow. i - - - - •··- --· ···- -
- - .... ----- ----- -
. --~- - -· . ------ ·. ~ , 
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· c. Performance Characteristics. · , 
. . llQ • • • 
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_. ~ _·_ -., _ -this investigation and is recommended in -connec-tion with the . . ~ ( 
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• performanc'.e of· the proposed experiment. _ The. remaining 
j 
. ··~ ....... -... ---. -----~~------
performance characterist-ics are defined for the sa-ke or- ;~ ,, -
-~ - - . ----------- -
---- -·- - - ·- --
J 
. . 
.eompl-eteness ·and ·for t~e benefit of future· experimentation 
involving the simulation program described in Figure III. 
It should be noted that. all_ the performance characte_ristics ·. 
will be calculat;dfrom the sampl9 values gen;rated --by th( 
,a .J •1' ' . I -.. 
~ 
ts 
· simulatio:n program and, as such, represent the best estimat.e, 
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ra"ther than the true value, of •-the perferinance characteris-
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investigation is the expected total busy time p~r server, -~ 
. 
BT •. This measure reflects the staff time required to perform 
----- - - -- -~------· ... ____ -- - ·--' 
.-· 
--- ~- ' b.oth attendant-borro~er interaation proced~res and attendant~--- -·---------------,·:~ ----· ------ ,.,!L. --·-·--- ________ ,____..,....,_ ....... _,,__ -···---··--··-· ... ·-··-·· 
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only procedures. 
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The formula f9r _th~ expec~t~d. t(ota,l_~ ... Q-q~y . ___ .-. -., ... - _:· ------~---'·"·-- .. 
/ 
... - ••• _i. time per server is: · 
_ {.Z~ STij) + S 
- BT = ---• ~-----~----
n 
" 
•.... · . . ·. ··. · . where STi ·= the service time for the i th· borrower at the· 
===·--=..c.=---·==·=··:'· - : . -- j jth service station, - - - - -- --- =~=~-= -
' 
S = the total staff time required to perform the 
.. , ~- · attendant-only procedures, -
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.... ; ~-BT •. the expected total busy time per.ser~er. 
• -• • •••<+••·• • - Mo> • • ~- • -- • __ • 
-••••-
'• . ·- -·- --------- - ........ -
1 
The reason BT is-··more ·Suited that IT for the :purposes of 
' ( 
this investigation, can be illustrated best by an e~ample . 
· Suppose K is 8 hours and_ BT is 5 hours/server. Then IT is 
obviously 3 hours/server, the .complement of BT. However, if 
--- --.---'--·--------·--~---··-- --~- " ' -,-· --------
.. 
·- ... -- -· ·-· ·-----... 
.;;;__:_l.-...-.. -·-·- -------·--·-·-----··- - --
·--1:· -~is.- a--·h:e~~~----~-nd--B1' ____ 1_s·----9---ho~-~-s/server, 1. e., · 1 hour/server or ::~",- -
· overt1me--1s-- requlleato-process ___ tlie--aay'-s transaction~- then · 
I IT is ·o. Therefore, BT reflects any overtime require.d while 
IT- does not. rt·· is -concei vabie that IT· could have been 
.. 
' 
--------··· .. -.defined· so ·as t·o _equal -1 in_ the last· example, but· negat.i_ve j .... --- . ------ - . ·--- .. -·. . -- ···l 
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. The remaining performance characteristics are less · · 
.. 
. ·- -·. -- -------··-- .... ~ - ---~--
important to this investigatiqn because they meas·ure the-
. 
__ c.apapili ty · of ... the circul.a tion systetr.1 to service incoming 
, ... , ..... borrowers and, therefore, are more directly concerned with 




attendant-borrower .. interaction procedures ·than with attendant-
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'r,.. t 
. ·:-: ... ~ .. 
· ; -. only proced·ures . 
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:;One such "measure is the expec·ted line length, where ·11ne · · . 
-
.- length 1$ _ defin.ed as·.·. the, ·~~~~~ qf'·. J;,·o.:rrowers . . in. :~~Q•-~-queue:i·ng··:·:~~~--~---~-.:· ... ,. ...... ~----:~~::··-·=-: •'·•·"_";.·.~,-~~,~·~,·:•.~•-,~•,•,-_~·~•:l·.·~~~,,--T.,.. .... ,t\i,fl,,;;fl,i+'"''·t •• ':-"'~~'~"':'.""':':"'''""''·"'""''"-~"-'·''"'"•'_''"·"'"_•:"''·•··,·,··.,,.: '.'·".:",;,.'.'.".",·•··•' :. •'"•:-••• "."":',.'_''" "" •·•• ••:••""' ' '
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'""' ' ' : • · · · ''•'" ' • • 
. . •· .. ·..,''"''-,". ,;,.... --• ...• - .. • • .. 
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~ ·- ;,. 
' 
.--~ -----·-··. -~-~-------~·--· ________ .. 13.y.s .. t.em .(.i.~c-1-uding- borP-owers ··:being .. :s:er·viced·)·. ·-·· .. The··· expe·c::ted .. ···. ~~ · .. w .. ---~-: ~- :. · .. · -.~ . . 
J 
-- .. -· .. - ........ · .. -
---···--
. ~ .. , .. ······-----·,--:····-'-········· -11ne· -length~-· 'L- ; c·an ·be calculated by first defining 1.nte·rvars·-----~---~·c·:~=-.. --~----~---~ 
... - --- - - - - ·------~------· --.......- . 
' . 
of· time based on the· arr!vai · and dep~rture of bo·rrowers. The· .... . 
0 • ">. • ••-F - - -
__ ..... -.. 
~--· ----~-· ·-· ···-··· · . .,.~···-- .-~- . .;....:.._~ ........ -.-~----·--·--·· .. -·. - ... -·· .......... . 
·number of" borrowe.rs in the queueing system is assigned to 
' . • • r • • • • •• • • 
· .. each time interval for the duration of the simulation run-. 
' \ 






was O, 1, 2, 3, ...... , is caleu1a·te.d and the expected line length 
.,. .... .,,;. 
· /i.~_,. determined from the following equation:· 





P(k) = the pe~centage of t~}!!-~--~:~~ · 11ne __ le~g~g.---~~-~-~--~-9.ual. _________ .. _· -~--to-1t-dtiring tne ·c-oti-rse of. the simulation run. 
------ ·-·--···------··-·--· ·--·- . . -
Another pe-rformance characteristic less· important to this 
investigation is the_expected borrower waiting time in the 
system (.incltidiD:-g service time). In terms of· the simulation 
. . 
program, _.this ~easures the average differ~nce between the . 
..... _':'-......... - - .. . : .... , 
·,. 
cumulative arrival and departure times of borrowers. 
.· .. ~~ll.~_-.... , _ .... c .. ·, .•...• ·: .• · •.. -.··. aC.·C'OCC"·'· .• , ... · •.. ;-.:;=-----. ·- •. -· - ._ ~ --~-:.·--'::"'-~- ·--- •. -.-~: .. ~ ~ .. 
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·, where (, TT = total time· that has· elapsed when the 1th ~- _ -.. --~--------
- · · ij borrower departs froni the jth se.rvice station., ·· 
··, 
. ~'!.-'·· 
. ···-- .. . .. . . 
"I TAT· 
. .. 1 ·= ,total arrival time ·when the 1th borrower 
arrives at the system, 
..- ____ · m • the total number of borrowers during the 
, simulation run . 
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· . ·n. ·Experimental De~ign . . ; !1 - 3' 
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· · ·· · As mentioned. earlier, computer s1mu1a·t1011 is the_ technique'· : __ --__ -:_· -_ .-
. > 
, 
:~---·----~-::.:·-• _ _::_.--___ ... : ____ ~_·:···:'-~or-.·pe:rforming--sampltng experiments on the model of the_ system.-_. ___ --~-~--
·--- ---~,· -




---; ~~stem itself only because the latter. would be tOO inconvell:iellt, 
.. ..... ,,_ .. _,.,_, ...... i ... -··· 
-·--·-··· -···-··-------~-···-- -·-
.expensive, and time-consuming. _. o.the~ise, si~ulated .experiments . ' 
. 
.. ,,. 




. , ··-·' statistical expe:riments, . soiey ,also s~ould be based on sound 
. _·_, ___________ ,_t~tisticttl theory._ .. Th_e de);1grt- of .the_ ... p.roposed .simulated... ------··-·-------------------------. .. 
·-~~' -, 
· .. : experiment is .. presented here, together with -an explanation of 
the technique used to analyze the results. 
---- ·--· 
. --~-~ner··expe·rrmen-ta:1·-·-obje·cflve is- to t~st the bypothesis th.at 
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T' 
a:..:..:::..:-~_..:_:.:_~'--'----'---'---'---~liv.;1.'-G---:-.1_ .-S--!10--d-i ff e renc e b etw-e-en~--t--h-e--~ . ave rage to-ta 1 -bus-y~--, ,.-----~~ 
times per -server over all four levels of automation. If thig,. __ -;,,· 
._-;. 
hypothesis is rejected, a procedure is outlined whi\Jch· at.tempts 
to· determine where the difference·s exist. 
-----·•----·-----r••~-------··-•.•••-••• ··--•-·-•• • •· 
·-
•••• •••• •·• ··•· •,••···•··•-- ···••·-···-·· ••· 
' ,.. • . ' .. ' I.. ... 
~ Each level of a~tomation_is defined in terms of the input 
' ( 
parameters described· in Block (1) of Figur·e III. All parameters 
-
-· . ·······-~----····-·····--···----·····- ··-·.--· -···· -~· ·-·- . . . --· 
". . except those. related to the service times for performing proce- . 
dures should be identical for each le·vel. The computer simu-
--- ---· ··- -·-- .,, _______ ,. __ _ 
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·The . initial conditions are identi·cal for~- all replica.,tions · of 
each simulation run. The simulated _system ,1~ as·sumed to be 
"--.. 
'' 
empty of borrow~rs .at the beginning of each replic,ation for 
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.. .... _________ . 
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· all four runs . 
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' I, • ;· ···'·,I 
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Activity is simulated for a period of eight , / · 
.. . 
,,-a,• ··~-·· ""'"'•,·--.,~ .. ,, ...... ,, '" ... :. - ......... ,__., . .,. , •.• -- ........ ,._, ..... .,.. .... ~.11~,.., .... ~-....... ----... - - . 
. ·· the given· parameters for. the manual level of automation. _ _/ ..... --.--------·-----····---- ------
• ¥ • 
' 
-· The· repeti t·ion is~ accomplished · by alte·ring ·the st-art·ing ntttn6e·r- ------ __ _c ______________ -: 
' 
of the random number generator. In. a similar manner, 8-hour 
" 
' 
• ' ~ . : ' "'"I 
. runs, eac.h repeated. n _. times; are made for the mechahiz~<i:, 
"< 
' \ . -
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because it coincides with lipfary. pl~p_!__r;ij_~che'dul_es. ··---
----- --- -
-
- ----·--- - . . 
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For statistical purposes,·· the optimal sample size,· 
called "n" in· pre·vious · discussion, depends on three factors: 
·-{l) how large a difference in _performance ·characteristics is 
_ _ _ _,____ __ to be detected, (2)· the amount of variability pres~nt in. the-- - \- -
. ) . 
population, and (3) the degree of risk acceptable ·in the 
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--~-------· ... ,.~---·------··~---------~- ·-~--- .... , ·analysis.-· Pt,wer fll.llction charts are generally used to · 
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determine optimal sample size. 
· In analyzing the results. of. the experime~t, one of the 
m.ost powerful statistical· tools, the, analysi·s of variance, 
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. .. ·· · ·-.-x .... ··• j. '.= average value of· the performance c;haracte·r- . . 
· , is.tic for 1e·vel o·f au·tomation j ··over all · ·. · 
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.;:c.._· --.................. ~-------· -·--·----____ .. :·________ Since the experimental object·1 ve: 1, to test the hypo·the·sis · \ 
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· ... ·. that· there is no difference between the performar-i~e character•·· 
.,, 
-····--·-------·---··-·-··--·. 
" ' 0 
, . 
\ .... .-, .I 
. ~ 
· i-$tics of the four levels of···aut.omated circulation· systems·,. 
·( . . 
the F-test is the appropriate analytical t·o·ol. · This'· test is· 
~ . 
based on three as·sumptions: (1) independence of the. st~tistical _ 
/ 
errors, (2) equality of-variance, and {3) normality. The· 
F-statistic is computed from the analysis of variance table 
-----'•! • ~ •J. I • • 
·_-· ____ ..... ___________________________ j._p_ .'l'~bJ.~ _Vl a,~ f 0110,s: 
------~---.:......· -· ---···-------·---· - -----··· "•"··-'""""'""'""""""'"''"•"'"'""'~·----·""'""'·'""'""""""'"'-'""'""-"' ''"______________ . 
F = Mean S. uare Between levels of .automation). . ____ ·--~-'-- ~-
Mean Square Error 
.. ' - •· -
---------------~----·---------·----------- -
This calculated F-statistic is compared with a value for F 
" J 
obtained ~from a table of the ·F-distri·bution. - If- the calculated 
F is -greater th~n or equal to the_ tabular value of F for a 
\ 
\ 
•. ·--· •••.• -~ •. I. - .• - -
-·---- .......................... ____ , ___ ,,..................... t4r ' . 
. chosen·. lev,el of confidence, the hypothesis is rejecte'd;' ·other;;;..· ·; .. ··------ - .. -- ·-
' .. :. 
wise, it .is accepted. ·If the hypothesis is rejected, .the 





total busy times per serv~r of th.e four levels of automation. 
If the hypothesis is accepted, the conclusion· is that the · . 
. . 
:s_ample differences between· .levels· of automation .~re .attribut-
. . 
~·- .. able to random fluctuations rather than to actual differences.-·-~ 
<: ... in the pel_'formance charaet~rist.:tc. · _ ' 
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. _ or~hc;,gonali ty, only ce~tatn compariso:ps are permissible. It is· 
to be emphasized that a~l comparisons should be formulat.ed .... 
.... . ', 
I 
bef·ore the data are examined; otherwise, the- compari·sons. may 
' 
. 
only ·1ndicate peculiarities of the particular data under 
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'•. 
_ .. examination and not ·the true state.-·1 0f affairs.· The three ' ' 
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TABLE VI-I. Orthogonal. Coefficients ·fo·r seiected Comparisons 
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~ij = ~ value of the exp·ected total bu·sy time per 
. . serv·er ·for the i th rE!p.l~~~~-t.<?n of .level of 







n = number of replications 
.Tr, . 
The three sum of squares ~alculated from this formula should .. 
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- ~, --- - -------- ----····- add. up to original between levels _of automation sum of square~, 
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the an_alysis. The data was generated for a. system wit·h three 
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It shoul·d be ·noted th.at the 18th borrower came to the desk 
to recall a book. The time to se.rve him is included in 
·the above calculations unde! Server 3. 
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Total_ 4 .. 13 · 
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presented in Table IX:.· The value just calculated is gi'ven · ..;; 
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Between level.s · 
Error ..... 
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Sum of Square~ Degrees of Freedom · Mean i Squar~ 
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l.f.. 56 3 16 12.417 0.285 
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We will test our hypothesis at th.e 99% confidenc·e level, so ----------------·~---·· 
---~----'--:--------:-·----we find _our tabular value of the F-statistic, from· a tabie 
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. .. -.. ,.. . ' ' . ' . ~· ' ' ' I . .. Since the calculated F-statistic is greater than this tabular · 
! ···. -~:,'. _·: -v~lue, we can reject the null: ~y~o~_hE:!_s~s_·~~).d ce>n._c_~~de __ tl_l~~ ~~,-----·------~i~=~--·· ---~-:_~;--.:~ 
r ··········-· ----·-··'~·:··-----. ~------------·--are 99% c·onfident that···· ·t·he: ··true·· .. ·expe·ct·ed · total · busy ·times· -are·····--·· .. ·------~~-~--~-~-,--~-.. r~'1·t 
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------------:-. -- . . .. -· -- -~- - : In order to tell which level·s of -automation caused· this '.· . ~-~~---: __ :--~--~~:: 
·<-· .. ·- • :---·---·.·:·":-.~---_-·-·;~-~---·-· .:difference, the tec·hnique of orthogonal: compa·risons · is -empl·oy·ea;,· --:------,---~----~-~----~-
. \ _. The calculations inv_olve·d in this procedure are given 'b·elow. · ··· 
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c3: Levels 1 and 2 vS. Levels 3 and 4 
- - ---.~r.""· 
T-o subdi.vide the. bet11een levels · stim o.f square_s component, w~ 
-.. -- ··--··---------------------- p·roceed as follows: ,, - .; ' .. ___ .... : -
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--~, .. : ________ , ____ . __ ,_. ·:~-~---···"·--···The new Analysis: o·f Variance Table, with· the subdivided · b __ etween __ ;~~-.-----~·-=;·--=~~ -···>-
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. The sarile. tabular value of F is used and it is found that the. -~ · · ' I 





- :r-~-rrh·t=r··t·rue expected tota'l busy 'times -·per server '6·:t · -----.- - ------------ ·-
Level 1 and Level 2·are~different. I 
• 
· "2 ~ The true combined expected total busy times per· server 
of· Level 1 .and Level 2 are different· than those· of Level 3 and Level 4. ~ 
:.·.· 
-However, we cannot reject the hypothesis. that the true. expected 
·r'.:--),--
____ total ·busy times per server .of Level 3 and Level 4 are diffe·rent. . .. 
1 ~ > . 
·"-···· ..... Ill teI'Ills of the OverB.11 e.Xpel'iment, we would conclude that ... .. ·r-l · automation has a significant effect on the i:;taff time require- . ..... J ;>~--- . ;merits of a circulation system when the_ comparison :ts between the :. :~;; , manu.al arid mechanized systems·o ... The effect of automation is also. · .-f 
~; . ~tatistically significant when the manual and mechanized systems I ff are compared to the batch processing and on'.'"line systems. However, 1-
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• '•. - . "'\ '-' -· · ... ' . ·-. . ... '- .-... -·-·-· .!,. .. l... . 
· - .... -.. :~-~:~--:~---~-- .. ···~--... ~.--.. ·-· : -' ..... :.The,·,exper.,imental design·:presented · in the- previous · section·:·---~:~·-·'-:·.-·-·--------
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design, utiliz+ng the same computer program logic and the same 
II ' 
...... -~~.·--· ··-
analysis of variance technique;. others ,_represent co~plet,ely new 
-
-- - . ------
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In ·· charact'erizing the levels_ -of aat-omatI.6n~--I:ri: __ c1·rEiilat·1·on:=~~ ~-~---~--~~~ -- __  
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would allow additional compari~ons between· levels of automatio~, 
- ___ , _____ . . - . - - --~----
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while still maintaining a satisfactory, degree of generality. 
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~his investigation deals with the effect of automation on. ________ , ___ ... 
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This probability distribution- is based on a sample of 
borrower trips over a three~day·period. 
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This means that, if the number of books charged out on a given 
day is 300, we can be 99~ confident that the number of books 
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